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37,886,699 people
in

8.5 million houses, hospitals, prisons, 
hotels, ships, stately homes, barges, 

orphanages, workhouses, caravans, tents and 
military bases throughout England & Wales (plus 

Isle of Man, Channel Islands and armed forces 
overseas).

In October 2018 
Findmypast won the 
contract to publish 
the 1921 Census of 
England & Wales
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Findmypast began work on 
the census in January 2019.

On 6 January 2022 we 
published the census 

online. 



1921 Census of England & Wales 

Key points
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1. Taken 19 June 1921 – delayed from 24 April 1921 – which is the date 
printed on the forms

2. Household returns – filled in by the householder – with the exception 
of the address panel which was filled in by the enumerator

3. Geography is based on Enumeration Districts, Sub Districts and 
Registration Districts – these can cross county boundaries.  

4. Subject to 1920 Census Act which created greater security around the 
digitsation and publication of the census 

5. Copyright of the images rests with The National Archives (London, 
England) 



Digitisation
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Conservation
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Conservation 
Decades of handling/wear and tear

Collection was subject to water damage in 
the 1930s 

Will you also let us know where the 
enumeration books and plans of division 
relating to the 1921 census are stored. The 
schedules, as you are aware, were damaged by 
water at Leonard Street and have since been 
dried out and are scattered over various parts of 
Somerset House.

RG20/109

RG 15 – Census Schedules: 
28,162 volumes

RG 114 – Plans of Division: 
1,992 volumes
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• Brushing away dust

• Removal of pins & staples

• Flattening folds and creases

• Tear repairs 

• Housing in Melinex for scanning 

• Consolidation 

Volumes were assessed, and as 
needed, conserved before 
scanning

Quadrafold document created 
structural weaknesses along 
folds

Leading edge of document 
(address panel when bound) 
was subject to wear and tear





Scanning



18.3 Million Images

Colour images 

Cover-to-cover scanning

Including all blank pages & 
cover boards. 

Attachments, found objects



Transcription



Anonymised
Transcription

Each schedule was split in 
three and operators worked 
on randomised, 
anonymised batches

This ensured the security of 
the personal data

Challenge: no chance to 
cross-reference/check 
transcription
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First name, Last name, Relationship to Head of Household columns

Age, Sex, Status, Occupation & Place columns



Address panel



Schedule type code Schedule type Schedule printed in which language Pages Entries

A* Scotland household English Single 10

A* Channel Islands household English Single 10

AA Channel Islands household English Multiple 40

AS Channel Islands shipping English Multiple variable

C Wales household Welsh Single 10

CC Wales household Welsh Multiple 40

D Scotland shipping English Single 10

E England household English Single 10

EE England household English Multiple 40

EEE England household English Multiple 70

I Institution English Multiple 40

II Institution English Multiple 70

III Institution English Multiple variable

M Isle of Man household English Single 10

MM Isle of Man household English Multiple 40

MS Isle of Man shipping English Multiple variable

NM* Armed Forces English Multiple variable

P Prison English Multiple 40

PP Prison English Multiple 70

PPP Prison English Multiple variable

S Shipping English Single 10

SS Shipping English Multiple 70

W Wales household English Single 10

WW Wales household English Multiple 40

WWW Wales household English Multiple 70
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Title Nationality
Forenames Schooling
Surname Occupation
Surname Suffix Occupation Code
Relationship to Head (or position in 
institution) Employment
Crew or Passenger Employment Code
Age in Years Place of Work
Age in Months Rank or Rating

Service and Branch or Arm of Service
Sex Number of Children
Marital Status Language Spoken
Orphanhood
Birthplace
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E Household Form – England

Address Panel
This space to be filled up by the 
Enumerator i.e., not the householder

Details included
Registration District [Number]
Registration Sub-District [Number]
Enumeration District [Number]

Name of person responsible for 
making the return: Head of 
Household

Postal Address (some London will 
include basic postcodes e.g. SE1)

Likely to have the most damage





Education

Post-war part-time education to re-train soldiers

The Worker's Educational Association promoted education for the 
working classes.

There was also a desire to increase compulsory age to 14. At the 
time of the census the majority of pupils left school at 12.







Complicated form, not well filled in

Not transcribed

But, if properly filled in, could 
indicate that other children / step-
children that might be found 
elsewhere on the night of the 
census.



Daily Mirror - Monday 20 June 1921
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Exploring the 1921 Census of 
England & Wales
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What makes 1921 extra-special?

Post-War Census

The 1921 Census is the post-war, 
post-influenza pandemic census, a 

significant but somewhat forgotten 
time in British history

The ‘last’ census for 30 years

The next census that will be made 
available to the public will be the 

1951 census in 2052

1931 – destroyed
1941 – not taken due to WWII

Employer Details
This was the first census that asked 

householders to fill in full name & 
address of their employer giving us 

an insight into work as well as 
home life.

Previous census asked for 
occupation



https://www.findmypast.com/1921-census





Advanced Search Form

Offers the ability to search on all indexed fields  

First name(s)
Last name
Birth year
Location in 1921
Sex
Relationship to head
Marital status
Orphanhood
Birth place
Birth country
Birth county
Nationality
Education
Occupation
Employer
Rank or rating
Branch of service
Language spoken

Address
Institution name
Vessel name
Parish
County
Country
Registration district
Registration district number
Sub-district
Sub-district number
Enumeration district number
Schedule number
Schedule type code
Piece number
Optional keywords
Other household member





















The Household Table 

First name 

Last name

Relationship to head

Marital status 

Sex

Birth year

Age in years

Birth place 

Occupation 

Employer*

* may be removed from this view  



Transcript Elements 

1. Dark Blue Panel: contains address 

2. Household Table: click on each individual to see a fuller 
transcription below.  The person being viewed is highlighted. 

3. Transcript is double column 

4. Where more than 5 people in the household further people 
will be revealed by clicking on the expander arrow below the 
household table 

5. Link to Image 

Contextual information
• Occupation information 
• Individuals in the same occupation 
• Related records 
• Map
• Gazetteer entry
• Contemporary newspaper 
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Discoveries in the 1921 
Census of England & Wales
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Dinesen Road, Liverpool. 5th July 1922.



https://www.findmypast.com/1921-census



1921 -V -1911
• Age – given in years and months, instead of 

just in years

• Marital status – this now includes Divorced 
as a permissible condition

• Orphanhood – showing for minors whether 
either or both parents are deceased

• Education – showing whether attending part-
time or full-time

• Employment information – giving name of 
employer and address of workplace

• Minor dependency grid – showing number 
and ages of children and step-children up to 
and including the age of 15 years, whether 
or not resident in the household and 
included on the household return

• British Military in Ireland

• Fertility data – length of marriage, 
and the number of children born, 
still alive and now deceased

• Infirmity – a record of, for example, 
deafness or blindness



'Missing' historically
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• The population of Ireland

• The population of Scotland

• The British armed forces (Army, 
Royal Navy and Royal Air Force) 
in Scotland

• Merchant navy and fishing 
vessels which were not in port 
on census night and which did 
not return to port in the days 
immediately after the census

• Homeless, vagrants and others 
sleeping rough on census night

• Men tramping on the road for work

• Romany and Traveller caravans or 
encampments

• Refusals – those who for various 
reasons declined to complete or return 
their census schedules

Note, however, that the police were charged 
with locating and enumerating vagrants and 
there are returns for individuals discovered 
sleeping rough in barns or tents. These 
usually appear on schedules at the very end 
of the enumeration district in which they 
were found, after the main sequence of 
schedules.



Missing from the 
Census?
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Considered largely complete but 
not wholly intact.

One piece: RG15/1496 likely not 
to have been used.

Individual schedules are 
missing:

RG 15/1525/1-5 (St George in the 
East)

15/1499/2 (Whitechapel)

The collection was moved on several 
occasions over the decades and 
suffered some damage (for example, 
from damp and mould). As a result, 
some returns only survive as 
fragments and others are so badly 
damaged as to be illegible in whole or 
in part. 

The last three pieces within the 
collection – RG 15/28154, RG 
15/28155 and RG 15/28156 – contain 
the fragments of census returns 
which could not be reunited with the 
schedules or pieces to which they 
belong



They very young, and the very old
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Over 3000 babies are included in the census 
with no name, most are under 1 month old.  
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110 Verified Centenarians: 30 Male, 80 Female



Knocker up
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Canadian Flying Officer
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Keeper: Parrot House 



We are all Princesses 
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The effect of War 
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Birthplace: Utah
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Irishmen in Search of Work
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Camping in a tent
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Life is an art we all must learn…. 
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A lorry from the Hercules Bakery seen here outside Priday
Metford mill, Gloucester docks. Circa 1920
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